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Join more than a hundred satisfied customers
across Europe and become
one of them.

No matter what your business is,
you are right with us.

We will meet extreme requirements
even in extreme conditions.

Your comprehensive partner
for digitization

OUR
PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

www.screenson.eu/en
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Information on arrivals and departures, current

information on the traffic situation or a simple

and clear map of the terminal. All of these

are services that we already provide today

at busy traffic locations and thus make life

easier for thousands of passengers.

We will help you with better organization

of accommodation for your guests,

or simplify communication with your

employees. Our screens are already

used for this today.

TRANSPORTATION NODES

HOTELS AND OFFICE
COMPLEXES

Use our equipment to motivate clients.

A virtual trainer, a motivational video for

video for treadmill runners or treadmill

runners or a virtual bike path will take the

experience of visiting you to a new level.

Let the public know about the partners who

contribute to the running of your facility, or

just make it easier for your visitors to find

their way around. With us, you can do not

only that, but also a lot of other things.

GYM AND
FIT CENTERS

HOSPITAL

APPLICABLE FOR ANY SEGMENT

Thanks to us you can communicate

with your citizens quickly, simply

and online. Promote local businesses,

inform the tourists about points of interest
in the surrounding area and much more.

Are you opening a new store or holding

an interesting competition? Let everyone

who walks through the doors of your mall

know about it. With our device,

it's a piece of cake.

MUNICIPALITIES, CITIES,
PUBLIC GOVERNMENTS

SHOPPING CENTERS

www.screenson.eu/en
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SOFTWARE

32” až 86” TFT-LED UHD 2016x3840 16.7 M 178° / 178° > 60,000 135W – 250W
Max. power consumption:

25,- EUR *

120,- EUR *

from 800,- EUR *

* These prices do not include VAT

Life in hours:

License for 1 device per month

Initial setup one time charge

Self-service system monthly

MAPS

Viewing angle:Display colors:

15,- EUR *
* These prices do not include VAT

that enables

Thanks to

Resolution:

CREATE A DIRECTLY TAILOR-MADE SOLUTION

Diagonal:

License per month for 1 device

A unique software solution
simple and fast communication
with citizens of municipalities, customers
of shopping centers or passengers at
frequent traffic junctions. View news, updated maps
or promote local businesses in real
time. In addition, you can handle everything
yourself without the need for our assistance,
which minimizes your costs.

Our services are used by shopping centers,
hospitals and large complexes
across the entire republic.
our intelligent and quickly adjustable
navigation system, their visitors no longer
have a problem with orientation.

SELF-SERVICE SOFTWARE
FOR REMOTE CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

INTELLIGENT COMPLEX
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

www.screenson.eu/en
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IP55

IP56

IP65

IP66

Water resistance and

outdoor

7.790,- EUR

8.190,- EUR

15.090,- EUR

10.190,- EUR

22.490,- EUR

17.790,- EUR

32.690,- EUR

Two sided free standing

the display does not suffer from undesirable

outdoor

4.890,- EUR

5.690,- EUR

8.190,- EUR

6.090,- EUR

7.390,- EUR

12.290,- EUR

17.990,- EUR

One-sided free standing

The devices are equipped with a unique fully sealed cover

and are thus ready for outdoor use.

dust resistance are guaranteed by protection class IP55 to IP66.

It also includes a smart heating system ensuring

functionality

in temperatures

LCD display readable in the sun in any weather

conditions. Brightness from 1500nits to 3500nits. Thanks to

the precise design,

phenomena such as blackening or fogging of the screen.

size

Entry costs at the lowest level.

The device with protection class IP55 is designed for fully outdoor and

energy-efficient operation. The LCD display is equipped with hardened

anti-reflective glass against glare and with a brightness of 1500 - 3500

nits ensures good visibility even in direct sunlight. Thanks to the built-in

it can work in high temperatures

Usability even in extreme conditions.

Thanks to the IP65 protection class, the device is ready for fully outdoor

operation even in outdoor conditions. The LCD display with a brightness

of 1500 - 3500 nits ensures good visibility even in direct sunlight. In addition,

it is covered with tempered anti-reflective glass against glare, the Box

contains an internal thermostat and a built-in air conditioner that dissipates

heat. Thanks to this, it works in temperatures

The device is designed to require less maintenance, reducing service costs.

Tempered and anti-reflective

READY TO WORK IN EXTREME CONDITIONS
OUTDOOR SCREENS

The device itself adjusts the air temperature in the box

The device itself takes care of maintaining

A smart system that adapts to external conditions.

The system itself regulates the temperature of cold and warm

waste air according to the working environment. Thanks

to this setting, it can operate in temperatures

to reduce undesirable phenomena such as blackening of the

display at high temperatures or fogging in front of the screen.

Model with intelligent air conditioning unit.

Thanks to the integrated air conditioning, the device itself

takes care of temperature regulation according to the external

environment. It is thus adapted to work in extreme conditions

a favorable environment inside the box and thus minimizes

undesirable phenomena such as blackening or fogging the display. from -40C až do 50C.

from -30C do 50C.

up to 50C thanks to the work with fans.

in extremely lowtemperatures down to -40C.

The same system ensures trouble-free operation

from -20C to

55C.

from -40C to 55C.

www.screenson.eu/en
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price

price

prices from

3.090,- EUR

2.890,- EUR

2.190,- EUR

4.890,- EUR

2.490,- EUR

3.290,- EUR

2.690,- EUR

4.090,- EUR

5.690,- EUR

8.990,- EUR

7.390,- EUR

8.190,- EUR

10.590,- EUR

13.890,- EUR

WITH CUSTOM CONFIGURATION

size

size

size

DIGITAL K-SHAPE AND TABLES

TWO SIDED FREE STANDING SCREENS

SELF-SERVICE KIOSKS

price

price

price

2.090,- EUR

3.290,- EUR

2.290,- EUR

2.490,- EUR

1.890,- EUR

2.890,- EUR

2.890,- EUR

3.690,- EUR

2.490,- EUR

3.690,- EUR

4.090,- EUR

2.690,- EUR

4.490,- EUR

5.290,- EUR

6.890,- EUR

size

size

size

DIGITAL POSTER

THE MOST REQUESTED
INTO THE INTERIOR

HANGING AND WALL-MOUNTED

SINGLE SIDED FREE STANDING SCREENS

3.190,- EUR

www.screenson.eu/en
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stitching

0,88 mm

prices from

prices from

890,- EUR

1.190,- CZK

price from

1.590,- EUR

WOODEN LCD PFRAME

your needs.

LCD MAGAZINE STAND

Bilateral

prices from

prices from

Our offer does not end here, we can deliver
hardware and tailor-made, exactly according to

Not what you were looking for?

4.090,- EUR

1.190,- EUR

INTERACTIVE BOARDS, HANGING OR ON A STAND

LCD VIDEO WALL

OTHER DESIGNS
INTO THE INTERIOR

TRANSPARENT LCD

www.screenson.eu/en
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640 x 480mm
768 x 768mm
960 x 960mm

500 x 500mm
500 x 1000mm

500 x 500mm / 500 x 
1000mm / 1500 x 1000mm

P2,6 - 5,2 / P3,91 - 7,81 / 
P4,81 - 9,62 / P5 / P6 / P7,62 /

P8 / P10 / P12

P4*8 / P5*10 / 
P10*20mm

P1,25 P1,5625 P1,875 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6mm

P4mm

1,25 / 1,5 / 1,86 / 2 / 
2,5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 

10mm

1,95mm / 2,6mm / 
3,12mm / 3,91mm

P2,8 - 5,6 / P3,91 - 7,81 /
P7,8 - 7,8

Velikost:

Service:

Cabinet dimensions:

Pixel pitch:

Pixel pitch:

Front, Back

Customizable

Outdoor:

LED FILM

Indoor:

TRANSPARENT

according to the individual project.

LED DISPLAY

Prices are on request,

Pixel pitch:

Cabinet dimensions:

LED CABINETS

 LED DISPLAY

Concave, Convex, Wave, Cylinder

LED DISPLAY

LED SCREENS
TAILORED

Size:

Pixel pitch:

Customizable

Customizable Shapes:

Pixel pitch:

Cabinet dimensions:

INDOOR OR OUTDOOR SOLID

INDOOR OR OUTDOOR RENTAL

TRANSPARENT

CREATIVE CURVED

www.screenson.eu/en
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CZECH REPUBLIC
AZ Tower
Pražákova 1008/69
639 00 Brno

BOSNA A HERCEGOVINA
ul. Džemala Bijedića broj 160F,
Sarajevo

A modern solution
for communication with
citizens, employees and customers

OUR
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

www.screenson.eu/en




